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May 18, 2017 
 
Mr. Bill Neal     EXHIBIT A 
General Manager 
North Beach Water District 
25902 Vernon Avenue, #C 
Ocean Park, WA  98640 
 
 
Subject: Proposal to provide hydrogeologic services at the District’s North Wellfield 
 
 
Dear Bill, 
 
It was good to talk to you again. Robinson Noble is pleased to assist the North Beach Water District (Dis-
trict) with their North Wellfield. We understand that the District wishes to replace Well 7 and evaluate, 
then potentially rehabilitate or replace Well 6 in the North Wellfield. Additionally, we understand that 
the District would like to evaluate the performance of the other wells in the North Wellfield.  

Based on the information you provided for our review, we understand that the wells in the North Well-
field are either 6-inch or 8-inch diameter, are generally 120 to 130 feet deep, and are completed in a 
sand aquifer. Well yields currently range from 20 to 80 gallons per minute. We further understand that 
the District will be contracting the necessary subcontractors directly and will handle the preparation of 
the drilling site(s).  

Robinson Noble will provide professional services as detailed in the following scope of work. 

Prior to the start of the field activities, Robinson Noble will be involved with the planning, permitting, 
and preparation of technical specifications for the Well 7 replacement effort. Based on our review of the 
information provided by the District, we recommend cable-tool drilling techniques and 8-inch casing, 
with a target depth of 130 feet. Based on the recent success with the Wiegardt Wellfield, we recom-
mend a gravel-packed 5-inch screen assembly. Once prepared, the technical specifications will be sub-
mitted to the District for review, then finalized as the basis for bids or quotes. 

As the site is within an existing wellfield, we have not planned on participating in a pre-bid site meeting. 
We will address technical questions during the bidding process, and will assist the District in evaluating 
the responses received prior to the District awarding a drilling contract. As the project progresses, we 
will communicate with District personnel via telephone as needed and provide periodic verbal (or email) 
progress reports. If desired, we will review the selected drilling contractor’s invoices for accuracy before 
they are forwarded to the District. 
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the assigned Robinson Noble project manager, please contact Joseph Becker, our company President, 
and he will make every effort to resolve the issue to your satisfaction. 

If you have questions or need additional information, please contact us. Thank you for the opportunity 
to be of service. 

Respectfully submitted, 

 
Michael F. Piechowski, LHG 
Principal Hydrogeologist 
 
attachment 
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sufficient to characterize the aquifer response. The aquifer testing detailed in Task 8 will provide a 
longer-term test record.  

Following the completion of the drilling and testing program at the North Wellfield, we will prepare a 
report detailing the construction and testing for the new well. This approach facilitates individual sub-
mittals to regulatory entities and allows the District to keep individual source files for the new wells.  

Our reports will include: a location map, geologic log of materials penetrated, well completion details, 
water quality analysis results, and graphic analysis of the well tests along with test data. We will also 
provide recommendations for well yield, pump placement, and operation. The report will be designed to 
support the District in gaining source approval for the new wells from the Department of Health. Re-
ports will be delivered as hard copy and electronic PDF files.  

Should the replacement of Well 6 be recommended at the completion of Task 2, we will work with the 
District and their selected Contractor to replace Well 6. This scope repeats Tasks 3, 5, and 6 at a second 
location within the North Wellfield. 

We presume that the District has not recently performed a long-term monitored wellfield test on the 
North Wellfield. To complete this testing, we recommend that the new well (or the better of the two 
new wells) be pumped at its maximum practical rate for a period of not less than 72 hours. Prior to the 
72-hour test, we will install datalogging pressure transducers where possible in order to accurately 
measure the aquifer’s response. Field monitoring of specific conductivity will be accomplished through-
out the 72-hour test. Results of the wellfield test will be presented in a separate testing report. 

Based on our understanding of the project and the assumptions and tasks outlined above, we estimate 
the cost of our services to be $58,300, including the replacement of Well 6 if required. Should it not be 
necessary to replace Well 6, our cost estimate decreases to $35,600. Robinson Noble works on a time-
and-expense basis according to the attached General Fee Schedule. This estimate will remain valid for 
90 days from the date of this scope.  

This project estimate does not include costs for any extra insurance, business licenses or fees, or applica-
ble local taxes that might be necessary to complete the project. We will request that these additional 
costs be added to the above total estimate when they become known to us. Rental costs for our stand-
ard field equipment and any specialized equipment as detailed in this scope are included in the above 
estimate. Should additional equipment be deemed necessary or warranted in order to properly com-
plete the project, we will submit a change in scope request with estimated costs based on the equip-
ment rental schedule included in the General Fee Schedule. 

As we understand that the District wishes to move forward with the scope of work discussed above, we 
have prepared and attached a Professional Services Agreement for this scope of work. Alternatively, we 
will gladly review the District’s standard contract as applied to this scope of work. We hope this scope of 
work and cost estimate is adequate for your needs. Please contact us if we can provide additional infor-
mation or modify the scope of work to better assist the District. If at any time prior to or during this pro-
ject the District identifies a concern or problem with our work or progress that cannot be resolved by 
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The evaluation of North Well 6 will consist of a review of the video inspection and assessment of the 
well’s current condition once the pump has been removed. Should a cleanout and rehabilitation effort 
be warranted, we will provide that recommendation as early in the process as possible. We have in-
cluded three field days for the observation and supervision of the rehabilitation effort if it is warranted, 
this could be completed during down-time in the project, such as when the screen is being ordered for 
the Well 7 replacement well. Should the condition of Well 6 preclude a high likelihood of a successful 
cleanout and redevelopment process, we will recommend that the well be replaced.  

Robinson Noble will serve as the District’s representative at the drill site through all phases of the work 
done by the Contractor for the Well 7 replacement. Our geologist will participate in a pre-construction 
conference at the project site to identify and discuss the site requirements and the project goals; set up 
project coordination between the Contractor, Robinson Noble, and the District; and define any issues 
that might require contingency planning. 

A Robinson Noble geologist will observe well drilling activities and keep the District informed of the Con-
tractor’s progress. Our geologist will be on site during critical portions of the drilling process to collect 
representative formation samples and observe drilling rig behavior and water level responses of the tar-
get aquifer. We estimate five field days for drilling observation for the production well, although the 
drilling process may take more or less time based on actual field conditions.  

Once drilling has reached the target depth, Robinson Noble personnel will perform sieve analysis of se-
lected aquifer samples in our in-house laboratory. We will prepare a screen design for review and ap-
proval by the District before completion materials are purchased and installed by the drilling contractor. 
Our geologist will be on site to observe the installation of the screen and will monitor and direct the de-
velopment of the well. Proper development is critical to the success and longevity of a new well. Con-
struction and development is currently assumed to take up to one week of field effort; however, de-
pending on conditions and the well’s response, it may require additional time.  

While our geologist is on site for the drilling, construction, and development of the new well, it is a fine 
opportunity to accomplish the North Wellfield testing program that has been discussed. We will assist 
the District with the testing of the remaining wells in the North Wellfield. As planned, this testing will 
include a minimum of one monitored pumping and recovery cycle at each of the wells in the wellfield. 
We will install a data-logging pressure transducer in the well to be tested during the pumping and recov-
ery period, as well as record water levels and pumping rates manually during testing. Following testing, 
we will analyze the results of the testing and assess well efficiency with the data collected. The results, 
our analysis, and our conclusions will be presented in a technical memorandum for the District’s use. 

Our geologist will install datalogging pressure transducers in the new well and other wells within the 
wellfield that are suitable for use as observation points prior to testing the new well(s). We will direct 
and observe step-rate pumping tests to evaluate well efficiency and verify the well is sufficiently stable 
for the subsequent constant-rate testing. Since this work is being conducted in an existing wellfield, a 
relatively short-duration constant-rate test should be sufficient to evaluate the well and aquifer re-
sponse during a typical pumping cycle. Based on our observations of this aquifer’s response during the 
testing at the Wiegardt Wellfield several years ago, a constant-rate test duration of six hours should be 


